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Domain names and Web hosting from the 
Information Technology Service 

What is a domain name? 
A domain name is a unique address used to 
locate a specific destination on the Internet. 
Domain names are primarily used to point to 
websites or in the creation of email addresses. 
For example: the University domain name is 
dur.ac.uk.  To locate the Durham University 
website we would type http://www.dur.ac.uk 
into the address bar of a web browser.  

Why might I need a domain name? 
A domain name recognises that what you do is 
unique - it incorporates your identity or image.  
The ITS have received requests from research 
groups at Durham who wish to purchase their 
own domain names and email addresses and 
we have responded to this by putting in place a  
service to check availability, acquire and 
manage domain names, web hosting and email. 

How do I purchase a domain name 
for my department or group? 
To purchase a domain name, simply decide on 
what you want your name to be.  Typically 
names are between 3 and 63 characters long 
using alphanumeric characters and the hyphen 
(e.g., 0 to 9,  a  to z and the hyphen (-). There 
are two main types of domain names: 

• gTLD's (Generic Top-Level domains) 
such as .com, .net, .org, .info, .biz etc, 
which are worldwide and not associated 
with any specific region, and 

• ccTLD's (Country-Code Top-Level 
domains), which are specific to 
countries  such as .co.uk or .org.uk 
(United Kingdom). 

Generally the first type of domain is more 
expensive than the second. When you buy a 
domain name you are purchasing a licence to 
use that name for one or two years, after which 
you must renew your domain name on an 
annual or bi-annual basis. 

 

The ITS can assist you at all stages of domain 
name acquisition.  We will search for your 
requested name(s), give you a selection of 

alternatives to choose from if your chosen name 
is already taken and purchase the name(s) on 
your behalf. 

What does it cost? 
Prices start at £9.99 for a .co.uk or .org.uk 
domain and £34.99 for a .com or .net domain. In 
addition there is an administrative charge of £25 
per domain name. 

What happens when the name has 
been purchased? 
When your name has been purchased the ITS 
will contact you to ascertain how you would like 
to administer your name.  It may be that all you 
require is an email address and web forwarding 
to a site of your choice.  This would involve 
setting up a new non-personal ITS account from 
where you could manage your site using the 
normal ‘public_html’ folder.  Alternatively, you 
can administer your site from another WWW 
server within the University. Once we know 
where the server is located we will arrange for 
all requests for your site to be re-directed. 

What other support can the ITS 
provide? 
We can provide web hosting including support 
for: 

• MySQL (Open Source SQL database) 

• PHP (server side scripting language for 
creating dynamic web pages) 

• https (SSL Secure Server providing 
secure connections for online 
transactions) 

• a search facility 

• email forwarding 

• email lists using majordomo. 

http://www.dur.ac.uk/
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What to do if you already have a 
domain name but would like the 
Durham University to host your 
domain for you? 
The ITS can take care of transferring your 
domain(s) to Durham University. Usually all that 
is required is the permission of the member of 
staff responsible for registering your existing 
domain name. 

What to do if you are interested in 
purchasing a domain name for your 
research group? 
For more information or to discuss your domain 
name requirements, please contact Janet 
Youdale on ext 42763 or email 

janet.youdale@durham.ac.uk 

Answers to frequently asked questions 
regarding domain name acquisition can be 
found at: 

http://www.dur.ac.uk/its/services/web/domains/ 
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